
Accurate Accurate Inaccurate
Word Definition Definition Example No answer

museum a place where people go to see art, animals, and history
aquarium a glass tank for fish or animals
pail bucket
shivered shaking because of cold or fear
vet an animal doctor
wetsuit a close-fitting rubber suit worn in cold water
silk smooth, soft, and shiny cloth
palace a large home for a king or queen; castle
garden a place where flowers and vegetables are grown
spear a sharp tool used to protect or hunt
realized to understand
agreed to have the same thoughts 
aphids tiny bugs that eat leaves 
grouchy unhappy or grumpy
insist to really mean it
flew to move through the air
stretching reaching as far as you can
tusks long teeth belonging to an elephant or walrus
swooping to move downward through the air
glide to move in a smooth motion without stopping
harbor a place on the water where boats are  kept
moment a quick period of time
downtown the main part of a city or town
adventure an unusual and exciting experience
wrinkled something having small lines or folds 
different not the same
giggled laugh in a nervous, silly, or excited way

aitent able to wait without complaining or getting upset
excited opposite of being bored
wisdom the ability to make good decisions 
reaked
agged

 

well known
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aphids tiny bugs that eat leaves
grouchy unhappy or grumpy
insist to really mean it
flew to move through the air
stretching reaching as far as you can
tusks long teeth belonging to an elephant or walrus
swooping to move downward through the air
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wisdom the ability to make good decisions 
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